Better Bottle Bill – H3690/S2104

The Problem

Each year, Massachusetts sends nearly 6 million tons of waste to landfills and incinerators that pollute our air, water, and environment.

Only 9% of plastics ever produced have been recycled; the rest are buried or burned in landfills and incinerators.

The Solution

We can reduce waste step by step, and an important step is reducing the waste that comes from beverage containers. We know that deposits on beverage containers work to reduce waste and litter, so we need to update our Bottle Bill.

According to MassDEP, "There's no other recycling program that has achieved the same rates as deposit systems". But the law has not been updated since its passage in 1982. With all the 'new age' beverages that have come on the market since then -- including bottled water, juices, nips, and more -- only 42% of beverage containers in MA are currently included in the Bottle Bill. And the devaluation of the nickel means a 5¢ deposit leaves less incentive for consumers to redeem their beverage containers than it once did.

We need a Bigger, Better Bottle Bill so that we can get more beverage containers recycled instead of littered, buried, or burned. By updating our bill we can achieve the success of other states with updated container deposit laws.

Better Bottle Bill

H3690 - S2104


WHAT THE BILL DOES:

1. Covers more types of containers. This bill would put a deposit on water bottles, vitamin drinks, nips, and other beverage containers that did not exist when the original bill was passed.

2. Increases the deposit from 5¢ to 10¢.

3. Makes redeeming your deposits easier.

Why Beverage Containers are Important

6 million tons of waste are disposed of in MA every year, over 94 thousand tons of which are beverage containers. 14% of all litter comes from beverage containers, which trash our parks, beaches, rivers, lakes, and streets.

As of 2018 the beverage market in MA has grown to 6.7 billion containers sold yearly.
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and 58% of these, **3.8 billion** are not included under the Bottle Bill. Of these containers without a deposit, **2.9 billion** (76%) are buried or burned.

### Wasting Resources and Creating Pollution

**Plastic:** Only 9% of plastic has ever been recycled, and the rest is not only wasted but harmful. Of the beverage containers we purchase each year in MA, 3.4 billion are plastic, and the majority aren’t covered by the deposit, so they end up as litter or trash. Disposed plastic in landfills contaminates groundwater and in incinerators it releases pollutants and causes health problems in local communities.

**Glass:** Glass is 100% recyclable with no loss in quality. 936 million glass containers are sold in MA each year and if they were all covered by a deposit we’d be saving resources and cutting emissions. Since new glass can be made with recycled glass, for every glass container made with even 10% recycled glass, we cut 5% of the CO2 emissions produced when only virgin glass is used.

**Aluminum:** Aluminum is the most valuable recycled material. Recycling aluminum saves 90% of the energy that would be used in manufacturing new aluminum. Smelting new aluminum leads to the release of perfluorocarbons which are 9,200 times more harmful than carbon dioxide in terms of their effect on global warming. Recycling old aluminum, however, only requires 5% of the energy and releases 5% of the associated greenhouse gasses.

On average, states with container deposit laws recycle aluminum, plastic and glass containers at double the rate of states without Bottle Bills. In states with bottle bills, aluminum cans were returned at a rate of 84%, compared to 39% in states with other systems in place.
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*Nothing we use for a matter of minutes should threaten our health and pollute our environment for hundreds of years.*

### Updating the Bottle Bill in Other States

**Success in Oregon**

After Oregon amended their Bottle Bill in 2017 to increase their deposit to 10¢ and include more types of beverage containers, their redemption rates skyrocketed from 64% to 90%. In 2018, they reached an all time high of 2 billion bottles recycled. This accompanied a 50% increase in sign-ups for the state’s BottleDrop services, which let citizens drop off bottles and credit them to an account.

**Success in Michigan**

Michigan’s Bottle Bill has a 10¢ deposit and has slowly been adding to the types of beverage containers covered by deposit, going as far as to add kombucha in 2019. Michigan has an 89% redemption rate, and since implementing their Bottle Bill, has seen their waste stream reduced by 6-8% each year.